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Abstract

Objectives: Dirichlet normal energy (DNE) is a metric of surface topography that has been used to

evaluate the relationship between the surface complexity of primate cheek teeth and dietary cate-

gories. This study examines the effects of different 3D mesh retriangulation protocols on DNE.

We examine how different protocols influence the DNE of a simple geometric shape—a hemi-

sphere—to gain a more thorough understanding than can be achieved by investigating a complex

biological surface such as a tooth crown.

Materials and Methods: We calculate DNE on 3D surface meshes of hemispheres and on primate

molars subjected to various retriangulation protocols, including smoothing algorithms, smoothing

amounts, target face counts, and criteria for boundary face exclusion. Software used includes R,

MorphoTester, Avizo, andMeshLab. DNE was calculated using the R package “molaR.”

Results: In all cases, smoothing as performed in Avizo sharply decreases DNE initially, after which

DNE becomes stable. Using a broader boundary exclusion criterion or performing additional

smoothing (using “mesh fairing” methods) further decreases DNE. Increasing the mesh face count

also results in increased DNE on tooth surfaces.

Conclusions: Different retriangulation protocols yield different DNE values for the same surfaces,

and should not be combined in meta-analyses. Increasing face count will capture surface microfea-

tures, but at the expense of computational speed. More aggressive smoothing is more likely to

alter the essential geometry of the surface. A protocol is proposed that limits potential artifacts

created during surface production while preserving pertinent features on the occlusal surface.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Developments in 3D scanning and image processing technologies over

the past 15 years have enabled the digital reconstruction of tooth sur-

face topography (Allen, Cooke, Gonzales, & Kay, 2015; Boyer, 2008;

Ungar & Bunn, 2009; Ungar & M’Kirera, 2003; Ungar & Williamson,

2000; Winchester et al., 2014). When combined with new software

tools for the analysis of surface topography and surface complexity,

these approaches add a novel quantitative component to the study of

occlusal surfaces. Prevalent among these new surface scan-based

measures are orientation patch count rotated (OPCR; Evans and

Jernvall, 2009; Evans, Wilson, Fortelius, & Jernvall, 2007), relief index

(RFI; Boyer, 2008; Ungar & M’Kirera, 2003), and Dirichlet normal

energy (DNE; Bunn et al., 2011).

The application of these metrics has been primarily restricted to

lower molar occlusal surfaces, and has an advantage over previous

approaches that require measurements between biologically corre-

sponding landmarks. Freedom from the constraints of identifying these

landmarks allows more flexibility in contrasting tooth morphologies

among disparate taxa. As with landmark-based datasets, these new
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measures likely contain functional information about the masticatory

performance of teeth, as evidenced by the systematic variation among

species with different dietary habits, irrespective of taxonomic propin-

quity (Allen et al., 2015; Boyer, 2008; Bunn et al., 2011; Evans et al.,

2007; Winchester et al., 2014). Implementation of these new measures

relies on segmented 3D meshes of tooth crown surfaces, which—

thanks in large part to online digital archives such as MorphoSource

(Boyer, Gunnell, Kaufman, & McGeary, in press)—are becoming more

widely available (see also Copes, Lucas, Thostenson, Hoekstra, & Boyer,

2016; Skinner, Kivell, Potze, & Hublin, 2013). Before these analytical

tools are applied to digital 3D surfaces, 3D models are typically simpli-

fied and smoothed to improve data consistency, to remove potential

artifacts produced during scanning, and to reduce data size, with the

goal of retaining an accurate and biologically meaningful representation

of surface morphology.

DNE is an integral measure of the collective “sharpness” of a sur-

face (Pampush et al., 2016a; Winchester, 2016). As such, it has the

advantage of being unaffected by differences in the size of a structure,

or its orientation [unlike RFI (which relies on a ratio of two area meas-

urements and will differ depending on the orientation of the tooth rel-

ative to a somewhat arbitrary defined occlusal plane), or OPCR (whose

aggregate “face-count” is also dependent on specimen orientation)].

But DNE is also more sensitive to jagged artifacts produced in surface

reconstruction and processing than are RFI and OPCR. Previous work

has addressed methodological issues surrounding the impacts of mesh

preparation (and tooth orientation) on the latter two metrics (Boyer,

2008; Evans and Janis, 2014), but no published work addresses these

issues in regards to DNE. Up until now, there have been two out-

standing issues with DNE’s implementation, both likely arising from

confusion regarding mesh preparation. First, published DNE analysis

has only been performed by a narrow set of researchers connected to

a small number of research groups including Boyer and Winchester

(e.g., Bunn et al., 2011; Ledogar, Winchester, St. Clair, & Boyer, 2013;

Prufrock, Boyer, & Silcox, 2016; Winchester, 2016; Winchester et al.,

2014) and Pampush and Kay (e.g., Pampush et al., 2016a,b; this study)

suggesting that the method has remained somewhat inaccessible. Sec-

ond, every study utilizing DNE has used a slightly different protocol to

produce and analyze 3D meshes, raising concerns about the compara-

bility and repeatability of results (Pampush et al., 2016b). Develop-

ment of a generalized protocol to prepare 3D meshes for DNE

analysis is an essential step forward allowing for greater methodologi-

cal transparency and improved clarity of results and their interpreta-

tions. The goal of this work is twofold: [1] to make the process of DNE

estimation on dental surfaces less opaque and therefore more accessi-

ble to researchers, and [2] to inform mesh preparation and processing

decisions. For readers unfamiliar with the calculation of DNE or the

acquisition and manipulation of scan data to produce 3D surfaces, we

present a background section that outlines the various steps in this

process. Those familiar with the process may find it convenient to skip

to the section entitled “The utility of a hemisphere,” wherein we present

a justification for using a simple geometric shape as a control for bet-

ter understanding the effects of protocol alteration on the topographic

metric DNE.

2 | BACKGROUND

First used in morphological studies of teeth by Bunn et al. (2011), DNE

is an application of differential calculus to surface geometry. DNE is

the integral of the squared normal of a gradient—or the measure of var-

iability—of a function. In the context of morphology, Bunn et al. (2011:

p. 249) put it simply: “DNE measures the deviation of a surface from

being planar.” The DNE of a flat plane is zero and the DNE increases as

a function of surface irregularity, with particularly large increases in

value associated with sharp crests or steep crevices. DNE has been

used as a measure of molar surface topography in extant primates with

interspecific variation found to correspond with primate dietary cate-

gories (e.g., Bunn et al., 2011; Winchester et al., 2014). As with OPCR

and RFI, one of the benefits of applying DNE in studies of homologous

organs (such as a lower first molar) is that it is not reliant on establish-

ing interspecimen landmark correspondence, allowing researchers to

draw comparisons among species with vastly different molar struc-

tures. Moreover, as noted above, because DNE simply measures the

relative curvature of a surface, it has the benefit of being unaffected by

surface size and orientation. This provides researchers with a more

complete quantitative metric of the entire tooth surface, adding a new

dimension to, and potentially building upon, previous studies of tooth

morphology.

Prior studies have focused primarily on demonstrating the utility of

DNE through showing differences in average DNE values of unworn

molars among Euarchonta (Dermoptera, Scandentia, and Primates) with

different diets (Bunn et al., 2011; Winchester et al., 2014). The typical

workflow for measuring DNE and other surface topography metrics

from these studies is summarized in Figure 1 along with some termino-

logical clarification. To date, studies that have relied on surfaces gener-

ated from a set of polygons connecting points in a 3D point cloud—

hereafter referred to as a mesh—for dental topographic analyses have

used technical terms inconsistently when describing mesh preparation.

Therefore, we offer some operational definitions aimed at distinguish-

ing and clarifying the description of the steps involved in creating digi-

tal surfaces from physical specimens. We identified four fundamental

phases in the process of generating measurements of surface topogra-

phy for a physical specimen which are described in detail below: (1)

scanning and reconstruction; (2) segmentation; (3) retriangulation; and

(4) analysis (Figure 1).

2.1 | Scanning and reconstruction

The process of creating a mesh suitable for measurement of DNE

begins with scanning the physical surface of interest using a lCT or a

laser scanner. A lCT scanner operates by generating X-rays that are

transmitted through a rotating sample to a detector on the opposite

side to acquire a series of projection images. These images capture the

relative attenuation of the X-rays passing through the studied sample

(Elliot and Dover, 1982; Feldkamp, Davis, & Kress, 1984). Generating

lower energy X-rays or passing them through a sample of high density

means much of the X-ray energy will be absorbed before it reaches the

detector (high attenuation). Conversely, increasing the X-ray energy or
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using a less dense sample will result in more of the X-rays reaching the

detector (lower attenuation). When maintained at a constant energy

level and passed through a rotating sample, a lCT generates a series of

projection images that indicate the amount of X-ray energy that was

not absorbed or deflected by the sample at each orientation. A laser

scanner on the other hand creates a cloud of points by reflecting a tar-

geted laser off of a surface, recording evenly spaced positional data

(Ungar and Williamson, 2000). Reconstruction is the process of taking

the original scanner projections and creating a series of images or vol-

ume that can then be loaded as a group into a reconstruction and visu-

alization software program such as Avizo/Amira 8.1 (FEI Visualization

Sciences Group, Berlin, Germany) or VG Studio Max. There are conven-

tional algorithms for reconstruction, with the convolution/back-projec-

tion formula summarized by Feldkamp et al. (1984) being the most

commonly used in cone-beam scanners. Reconstruction is unique to

CT scanning, and is typically not needed when using a laser scanner.

Thus, researchers using a laser scanner will skip this step. The precision

of this process is expressed in voxel size (voxels are “volumetric ele-

ments,” a 3D analogy to the 2D pixels that comprise a computer

screen) and is governed by scanner design, the size of the sample, the

distance of the sample from the energy source and detector, and other

instrument-specific settings during the scan. Noise and artifacts are

introduced to the scan data through a variety of sources including

specimen movement, beam scattering, energy filtering of the beam by

the sample, beam energy artifacts, and geometric indistinctness.

2.2 | Segmentation

The process of creating a 3D mesh from the reconstructed image stack

or volume is referred to as segmentation. Performed in Avizo and similar

programs, segmentation seeks to differentiate the specimen/surface of

interest from the other components of the scanned sample (for

instance, the air, matrix, or other material surrounding it during scan-

ning). Tools exist in Avizo that limit the range of pixel grayscale values—

FIGURE 1 Workflow for quantifying surface topography of a dental specimen. Bulleted list within each step highlights points where
differences in protocol among researchers could alter results. This article is primarily concerned with issues of mesh retriangulation (Step 3).
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an expression of the material attenuation from the sample—that are

viewable during analysis, aiding researchers in isolating the desired

material. However, the potential for human error or misinterpretation

of the data at hand can add uncertainty to this process. This is true of

fossil specimens in particular, when the attenuation from the specimen

can be close to the attenuation from the matrix in which it was pre-

served. However, Boyer (2008) reports that visual assessment of

appropriate grayscale threshold values is likely sufficient.

2.3 | Retriangulation

After segmentation, surface data for quantitative topographic analysis

are saved in a polygon file format, or “PLY” file. PLY files allow for

three-dimensional data to be saved as an object made of simple, planar

polygons by incorporating two matrices: one describing the x–y–z coor-

dinates of the points that compose the mesh, and the other describing

the links between those points to form faces. It is worth noting that

though PLY files are used in DNE analysis, there are many other com-

monly used file formats that are capable of representing the same type

of 3D data (e.g., STL, OBJ, OFF). However, the currently available soft-

ware programs capable of analyzing DNE (MorphoTester and molaR,

see below) specifically require triangular PLY files as input, as the

underlying algorithm is reliant on the triangular structure of the faces.

Retriangulation refers to further processing of these files (e.g.,

smoothing, simplifying, and cropping, discussed in greater detail below).

Retriangulation is a necessary step meant to offset surface noise cap-

tured during scanning and segmentation. There are already established

protocols for minimizing error introduced during initial scanning, recon-

struction, and segmentation (Boyer, 2008; Pampush et al., 2016a;

Winchester et al., 2014). However, issues related to the effects of

mesh retriangulation remain underdescribed.

Studies making use of 3D data must employ retriangulation proto-

cols with the goal of faithfully retaining the geometry of features con-

sidered biologically relevant while simultaneously reducing file size and

eliminating localized variation arising from noise during scanning, seg-

mentation, and reconstruction (Desbrun, Meyer, Schr€oder, & Burr,

1999; Dyn, Hormann, Kim, & Levin, 2000; Schumaker, 1993). Surface

smoothing is the primary way to achieve this. Avizo has an internal

smoothing function that reduces mesh surface irregularity by averaging

the position of mesh vertices with those of their neighbors (with the

exception of points on the mesh boundary, which are only averaged to

neighboring boundary vertices). This function has been employed—to a

varying extent—in all previously published studies measuring DNE

(Bunn et al., 2011; Pampush et al. 2016a; Prufrock et al., 2016; Win-

chester et al., 2014). Additional downstream smoothing of Avizo-

smoothed surfaces has been employed inconsistently in different proj-

ects (Figure 2), including the varying use of “Laplacian smoothing” (Pru-

frock et al., 2016) and “implicit fairing smoothing” (Bunn et al., 2011;

Prufrock et al., 2016; Winchester et al., 2014).

Another critical retriangulation step that must balance manageable

file size with surface detail representation is the simplification of a sur-

face to a target face count. On one hand, too few faces may result in

the loss of relevant surface detail,1 particularly after smoothing; on the

other hand, too many faces can result in unmanageable file sizes and

significantly slower computational speed, potentially without the

reward of greater resolution. Unlike simple geometric shapes (such as a

hemisphere), a mammalian cheek-tooth does not have an a priori theo-

retical limit for DNE. Instead, the scale-dependent complexity of bio-

logical surfaces potentially allows for a scan of sufficiently high

resolution to capture a nearly indefinite number of surface features

revealed through higher and higher surface magnifications, limited only

by the scanner’s upper limit of resolution. In the context of DNE, this is

likely to result in higher and higher values as the fine scale complexity

of the surface is revealed, plateauing as the scanner resolution limit is

approached. There is also a plateau for the number of faces that can be

used to represent a surface topography, beyond which the adding of

more faces will not capture any additional features (and will not con-

tribute to DNE). This is also related to scanning resolution (see above)

though it is a distinctly separate issue, and one that we briefly address

in this article. In the case of scanner resolution and DNE, we do not

tackle this relationship, but rather control for resolution by using scans

with approximately the same resolution (voxel size, measured in

microns).

Finally, retriangulation includes the user-directed cropping of sur-

face meshes to some consistent boundary. In the case of dental surfa-

ces, the cemento–enamel junction has frequently been employed as

the boundary to which surfaces are cropped by hand in software such

as Avizo (Bunn et al., 2011; Prufrock et al., 2016; Winchester et al.,

2014). These boundaries can be erroneously interpreted during DNE

analysis as sharp edges. DNE calculation, therefore, includes a “bound-

ary exclusion criterion” that mitigates the effects of boundary faces by

excluding them from the analysis result (Pampush et al., 2016b). There

are two options for boundary exclusion in molaR: (1) excluding just the

triangular faces that have two vertices, and therefore, a triangle leg

(i.e., an edge), on the mesh boundary; or (2) excluding any faces that

have even one vertex on the mesh boundary. This second, more con-

servative option excludes a larger number of faces from the total mesh

DNE calculation, potentially controlling for meaninglessly high DNE

estimations resulting from the behavior of vertices on the mesh bound-

ary (Glowacka, pers. comm.).

2.4 | Analysis

Analysis is the final quantification of surface topography from a retrian-

gulated 3D mesh saved as a PLY file. Several different software plat-

forms currently exist for calculating DNE on a surface mesh:

MorphoTester, a Python-based open-source application (Winchester,

2016); Teether, a MATLAB code available from Yaron Lipman (Bunn

et al., 2011); and an open-source R package “molaR” (Pampush et al.,

2016b), though only MorphoTester and molaR are hosted online for

public download.

In this study, we focus on retriangulation procedures that have

been employed in previous studies using DNE with the goal of quanti-

fying and describing their effects on the estimation of DNE. We inves-

tigate each of the following: (1) choice of smoothing algorithm(s) and

number of iterations for which each is implemented; (2) the number of
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faces comprising the 3D mesh after simplifying; and (3) the boundary

exclusion criterion used during the DNE calculation. To do so, we ana-

lyze digital surfaces of simple hemispheres (discussed below) and occlu-

sal surfaces of howling monkey molar teeth.

2.4.1 | The utility of a hemisphere

Here we compare the effects of different surface retriangulation treat-

ments on a simple shape (a hemisphere) that has a theoretical DNE

value that can be easily calculated, and use this as a guide for under-

standing the effects of mesh processing on occlusal surfaces. The theo-

retical DNE value for a perfectly smooth hemisphere is

DNE5
2
r2
32pr2 (1)

Therefore, a hemisphere has a DNE value of 12.566 (rounded).2 For a

more thorough explanation of the DNE calculation on a hemisphere,

see Pampush et al. (2016b).

Our use of a hemisphere as a simple model unintentionally raises

an important question as to the nature and value of shape descriptors

as metrics: namely, how is a metric (such as DNE) best calibrated? One

goal of metrics such as DNE, RFI, and OPCR is to provide a new means

of capturing tooth morphology differences among species. Although—

as noted above—signal noise is a potentially important source of error

with scanned surfaces and retriangulation is required to limit the

amount of noise that can affect the measurement. Therefore, one

means of arriving on DNE calibration is to choose a retriangulation pro-

cedure which most accentuates the DNE disparity among dental mor-

phologies associated with differing diets. Such an approach may have

practicality when the primary goal is to use DNE as a pattern recogni-

tion tool in the fossil record. However, if the goal is to better under-

stand dietary adaptations of occlusal surfaces, then aiming to maximize

DNE disparity among dentitions of preassigned diet categories is

fraught with tautological issues. We believe that the more conservative

approach to calibration—and one which allows for the use of DNE as a

new tool in examining dietary adaptation—is to study a surface devoid

of a presumed functional role, and one which can be calculated a priori,

which is not the case for tooth crown surfaces.

The approach taken here to calibrating the retriangulation protocol

is to evaluate how accurately the DNE of the resultant surface matches

the mathematically expected DNE, without any concern to interpreta-

tion of its meaning. By this philosophy, the only surface retriangulation

needed is that which will remove any “noise” that impedes an accurate,

FIGURE 2 Workflows for previously published retriangulation protocols used to generate tooth surfaces. Resultant DNE values for both a
rubber ball and a tooth surface (DU-LP-33) are also included. aPampush et al. (2016a) bPampush et al. (2016b) cWinchester et al. (2014)
dPrufrock et al. (2016)
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stable measurement of the surface’s DNE. Stability, in this sense, is

defined as an asymptote in the relationship between DNE and any

given step within a retriangulation protocol. If the functional groups we

choose to define (i.e., dietary groups) are reflected in the surface

topography of teeth, then they should naturally segregate from appro-

priately calculated DNE values. If they do not, then the functional inter-

pretation that can be gleaned from DNE is minimal, or potentially

invalid. In this study, we have chosen to take the conservative

approach outlined above, focusing on the stability of the measurement

rather than its ability to discriminate predetermined groups. Therefore,

we have elected to use a simple geometric shape (a hemisphere) as a

model to study the effects of retriangulation protocols.

While any tooth surface is appreciably more complex than a hemi-

sphere, a hemisphere has a simple DNE value that can be calculated

(Equation 1), and any alterations to its surface should have predictable

effects on its total DNE. We analyzed a hemisphere of a scanned rub-

ber ball, complete with its surface irregularities, to examine how ret-

riangulation influences the contributions of surface features of

different magnitudes to surface DNE. We believe this analysis provides

an important discussion of mesh preparation protocols that is unbiased

by functional considerations.

3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 | Production of virtual hemispheres

Two methods were used to produce hypothetical DNE values for a

hemisphere to serve as a baseline for comparing the effects of different

retriangulation protocols. First, an “ideal” DNE value of !12.566 was

calculated using the formula for DNE of a hemisphere (Equation 1) to

measure against DNE values calculated on 3D mesh surfaces. Second,

a virtual hemisphere was created in Avizo as follows: a sphere was gen-

erated using the “Create Object” function and choosing the sphere

option from the list under “Surfaces and Grids.” The maximum number

of points per unit square was set to 20, with a minimum edge length of

0.01, and a radius of 1. This resulted in a sphere with roughly 290,000

faces. This “parent” sphere was saved to serve as the template for gen-

erating a series of “daughter” spheres to be simplified to different face

counts. To produce a daughter sphere, the face count of the parent

sphere was reduced with Avizo’s “remesh surface” function, with the

option for interpolation checked for “smoothly.” This resulted in a

series of daughter spheres with the following approximate face counts:

1, 2, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 130, 150, and 175 k. Each daughter

sphere was exported into R, where the “Morpho” package (Schlager,

2015) was used to cut them in half with the “cutMeshPlane” function.

The resulting hemispheres were then retriangulated and analyzed in

Avizo and R, respectively. These hemispheres were used to explore the

effect of face count on the measurement of DNE. The 20 k spheres

(and corresponding 10 k hemisphere) were used as exceptionally

smooth virtual objects to which scanned hemisphere surfaces of equiv-

alent face count could be compared.

3.2 | Scanning and segmenting of physical hemisphere

To compare the effects of Avizo’s smoothing function on an actual

hemispherical surface scan against our idealized DNE measures, a

small-diameter rubber ball was scanned using the lCT scanner housed

at the Shared Materials Instrumentation Facility (SMIF) at Duke Univer-

sity. Scanner settings were approximately 140 kv and 135 lA, with a

resolution of !26 lm. The TIFF image sequence was cropped in

ImageJ to represent a single hemisphere (half of the original ball). This

cropped image stack was uploaded into Avizo.

Segmentation of 3D surface files in Avizo is done with the “Edit

New Label Field” dialog. Through using the histogram of greyscale val-

ues in the reconstructed image stack, the portion of the range of gray

shades corresponding to the material attenuation of the rubber ball

was selected using the “magic wand” tool. The threshold was refined

so that only the surface of interest was selected, and extraneous mate-

rial (air and packing material) was excluded. Once the selection

appeared to accurately represent the object, it was added to a material

and the “Generate Surface” module was applied with “No smoothing”

selected. The resulting surface was an unsmoothed and unsimplified

(beyond the parameters of the initial scan) digital model of half of the

rubber ball.

3.3 | Tests of different retriangulation protocols

Using the Avizo “Smooth Surface” module, the raw surface representing

a hemisphere of the scanned rubber ball was iteratively smoothed to

differing degrees to produce variably smoothed surfaces. The smooth-

ing function was performed in intervals of 20 on the raw surface

mesh, evenly spaced from 20 to 200 iterations to generate 10 new

surface meshes. The lambda parameter—associated with “lambda-

connectedness,” a parameter that helps the smoothing algorithm

decide a threshold for connecting two points (Chen and Adjei, 2009)—

of each operation was kept at the default value of 0.6. Each smoothed

surface mesh was saved as a Stanford PLY file for analysis in molaR.

Some studies that calculated DNE have employed other forms of

smoothing after smoothing in Avizo, including “implicit mesh fairing”

(Bunn et al., 2011; Prufrock et al., 2016; Winchester et al., 2014) and

MeshLab’s Laplacian smoothing algorithm (Prufrock et al., 2016). These

additional smoothing methods are both theoretically founded on the

Laplace operator, a differential operator that captures the rate of

change across a spatial gradient, which in 3D surface analysis is

approximated using the eigenvectors of the surface mesh (Taubin,

1995). Approximating the Laplace operator describes the mesh as a

series of changing spherical radii, and these smoothing algorithms seek

to reduce the amount of local radial change while maintaining large-

scale topography, with the effect of producing a more even and con-

sistent local curvature (a method very distinct from Avizo’s smoothing

method, see above). The protocol of Prufrock et al. (2016) calls for one

such smoothing step performed in MeshLab with the “Laplacian

Smoothing” function. To assess the effect of Laplacian smoothing on

the measure of DNE, we performed different levels of Laplacian
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smoothing (from 1 to 200 iterations) on the scanned rubber ball hemi-

sphere, resulting in 13 new surface meshes.

Another approach to smoothing—implicit fairing (Desbrun et al.,

1999)—was employed by the original studies involving DNE, which uti-

lized the now-unsupported MATLAB application Teether (Bunn et al.,

2011; Winchester et al., 2014). Other studies using older versions of

the MorphoTester software (e.g., Prufrock et al., 2016) also include this

implicit fairing step as it was formerly integrated by default into allMor-

phoTester DNE analyses (Pampush et al., 2016b; Winchester 2016). As

a means to assess differences in topographic measures produced by

the addition of an implicit fairing smoothing step, we used Morpho-

Tester version 1.1.2 to output implicit faired PLY meshes with three

smoothing iterations and a step size of 0.1 (consistent with published

studies). The PLY files were imported into R for topographic analysis in

molaR (Pampush et al., 2016b). DNE was calculated for each 3D mesh

using molaR’s batch function. These values were plotted against the

number of smoothing iterations to illustrate their relationships.

To observe the effect of changing face count, the 11 hemispheres

resulting from bisecting the virtual “daughter” spheres (described

above) were analyzed. These hemispheres had face counts ranging

from approximately 500 to 100,000 faces. Each simplified hemisphere

was smoothed identically using Avizo’s “Smooth Surface” function with

a lambda of 0.6. DNE was calculated on the full set of simplified hemi-

spheres three times: after each surface had been smoothed with 1, 25,

and 100 iterations. As the number of faces located on the mesh bound-

ary is directly related to the total number of faces of the mesh, the

same hemispheres were analyzed and compared using both DNE

boundary exclusion criteria.

3.4 | Primate molar occlusal surfaces

To test the applicability of our results with the hemispheres to primate

dental surfaces, we analyzed 3D meshes representing the occlusal

surfaces of first upper and lower molars of the Costa Rican mantled

howling monkey (Alouatta palliata) from the Glander collection at Duke

University (Glander, 1975). Individual M1s (both uppers and lowers)

were segmented from whole skulls, scanned at !195 kv and 215 lA,

with a scanning resolution of approximately 60 lm. These specimens

represented seven different individuals at different wear stages and

were subjected to the same series of sampling, smoothing, and statisti-

cal treatments as the rubber ball hemisphere (described above).

3.5 | Comparison of published methods

Finally, we compared the retriangulation protocols of previously published

research that calculated DNE, specifically those of Bunn et al. (2011),

Pampush et al. (2016a), Prufrock et al. (2016), and Winchester et al.

(2014). The unsmoothed, segmented meshes of both the rubber ball and

a single, unworn tooth (specimen DU-LP-33) included in the other analy-

ses (see above) were processed according to the protocols of each of the

four studies (Figure 2), as well as the fifth treatment that included only

100 iterations of smoothing in Avizo. DNE was then calculated on each

mesh in molaR using the default boundary exclusion criterion. All rubber

ball and occlusal surfaces were uploaded to MorphoSource (Boyer et al., in

press) under the project title “Spradley et al. Smooth Operator” and are

available for reanalysis at: http://morphosource.org/Detail/ProjectDetail/

Show/project_id/P313.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | The virtual hemisphere

The DNE value of the virtual hemisphere composed of 10,000 triangu-

lar faces created in Avizo and measured in molaR using default settings

is 12.254 (rounded). In combination with the “ideal” DNE value of a

hemisphere as calculated by the DNE formula (12.566, see above),

these results serve as benchmarks in assessing the DNE of the scanned

rubber ball hemisphere that was subjected to various smoothing treat-

ments. The DNE value of the virtual hemisphere is lower than the a pri-

ori hemisphere calculation for two reasons: (1) The virtual hemisphere

calculation includes boundary exclusion that was not accounted for in

the ideal calculation of hemisphere DNE (Equation 1). This causes the

surface to be slightly “flatter” via trimming a ring of faces off the bot-

tom edge. (2) The !10,000 PLY-face count slightly simplifies the curva-

ture of the surface, wherein a larger number of faces would capture

more of the subtle curvature of the hemisphere.

4.2 | Avizo smoothing

Results from the scanned ball show that the DNE value approaches

those of the theoretical and 10,000-face virtual hemispheres after !20

Avizo smoothing iterations (Table 1 and Figure 3). The apparent dis-

crepancy between the values of the scanned surface and those of the

virtual hemispheres is likely the result of real surface features and is

elaborated upon below.

4.3 | Laplacian smoothing

Beginning with the unsmoothed hemisphere created through scanning a

rubber ball, Laplacian smoothing considerably decreased DNE values. This

effect was particularly dramatic after several steps of smoothing (Table 2

and Figure 4), and resulted in the DNE value falling below both the

TABLE 1 Iterative smoothing effects on DNE of the rubber ball hemisphere

# Iterations 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

DNE 22.98 14.27 14.54 14.43 14.38 14.36 14.37 14.38 14.40 14.43 14.47

Note. All smoothing was performed on the same, unretriangulated PLY file.
Changing values of DNE on a rubber ball versus the number of smoothing iterations performed in Avizo to which the surface mesh is subjected.
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theoretical value for a perfectly smooth unit hemisphere, and the value

calculated from the virtually created hemisphere, contrary to expectations

for a surface containing obvious and fairly large irregularities.

4.4 | Implicit fairing

The results of three iterations of implicit fairing in MorphoTester bear a

close resemblance to those of the Laplacian smoothing performed in

MeshLab, consistent with the underlying algorithmic similarity of these

two smoothing functions. DNE values obtained after performing these

methods are presented in Table 4 (labeled as “IF”).

4.5 | Face count and boundary exclusion

DNE results from virtual hemispheres of varied number of faces (gener-

ated from the original “parent” sphere in Avizo and subsequently

bisected in R), as well as the two mesh boundary exclusion criteria, are

presented in Figure 5 and Supporting Information, Table 1. The degree

to which face count affects DNE is influenced by the number of

smoothing iterations performed in Avizo. Varying the number of faces

on surface meshes smoothed more than once (Figure 5b,c) has a

greater effect on DNE values than does varying face count on a surface

mesh that has been smoothed only minimally (Figure 5a). In addition,

DNE values for meshes that were analyzed with the boundary exclu-

sion criterion to include faces which have at least one vertex on the

boundary (i.e., the BoundaryDiscard5 “vertex” argument in molaR, Fig-

ure 5, blue circles) are consistently lower and track the expected DNE

value of a hemisphere more closely than those with the boundary

exclusion criterion excluding only faces with two vertices and an edge

on the boundary (i.e., the BoundaryDiscard 5 “leg” argument in molaR,

Figure 5, red circles).

4.6 | Analysis of occlusal surfaces

Results from the analyses of the first upper and lower molars of

Alouatta palliata specimens are presented in Table 3 and Figure 6. Vis-

ual inspection of the plots reveals a similar relationship between the

number of smoothing iterations and DNE value as those observed for

the scanned rubber ball, particularly in the immediate drop in DNE after

the first 20 iterations of smoothing. A notable exception is DU-LP-41

(Figure 6, red diamonds), which shows a considerable and unexpected

increase in DNE after !20 iterations of smoothing. The likely cause and

implications of this result are discussed below.

4.7 | Comparison of published methods

Values of DNE measured on the scanned rubber ball processed using

five different previously published protocols (as well as the original,

unsmoothed surface) are presented in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure

7a. All methods show a similar decrease in DNE from the unsmoothed

surface, though there is variation in the degree of DNE deflation

among the retriangulation protocols. A consistent pattern emerges in

the DNE values calculated for the Alouatta tooth surface (DU-LP-33;

Figure 7b) following each retriangulation protocol.

5 | DISCUSSION

Given the number of different protocols for retriangulation and analyz-

ing 3D meshes of tooth crowns, we seek here to make protocols asso-

ciated with retriangulation less opaque by presenting the effects of

various retriangulation decisions on DNE.

5.1 | Effects of different smoothing protocols

The smoothing method employed in Avizo (and similar programs) treats

local topography as a scalar field, generates a set of distances between

neighboring vertices, and then seeks to minimize these distances. Col-

lectively, this typically has the effect of flattening small irregularities on

FIGURE 3 Bivariate plot of DNE as a function of the number of
smoothing iterations in Avizo. The blue dashed line represents the
theoretical value as predicted by the formula for DNE. The red
dashed line represents the value obtained from the virtual
hemisphere created in Avizo and R

TABLE 2 Laplacian iterative smoothing effects on DNE of the rubber ball hemisphere

No. of Laplacian smoothing steps 0 1 2 3 4 5 10

DNE 20.75 14.77 13.73 13.29 13.02 12.85 12.46

No. of Laplacian smoothing steps 15 20 25 50 100 150 200

DNE 12.28 12.17 12.08 11.77 11.38 11.09 10.87
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the surface. After approximately 20 iterations of smoothing in Avizo,

DNE values remain generally consistent regardless of continued

smoothing performed in Avizo. There is a consistent discrepancy

between the DNE calculated for the rubber ball surface and the DNE

of both the hand-calculated ideal hemisphere and the molaR estimate

of DNE from a virtual hemisphere of 10 k faces created in Avizo. This

discrepancy is explained by surface irregularities from scarring, and a

dimple produced during the manufacturing process. That the process

of scanning, segmenting, and retriangulation captured the dimple fea-

ture suggests that such a protocol faithfully captures fine details on the

surface. Further smoothing, particularly with implicit fairing, tends to

eliminate the effect of these features on the total DNE of the surface.

In other words, overzealous smoothing has the potential to obliterate

real surface features. It is difficult to speculate as to the potential

importance of this phenomenon in regards to morphological studies, as

the size of “relevant” features is intrinsically related to the question

being asked by the researcher.

As a demonstration of the analytical process needed to arrive at

an appropriate protocol, we present results from tooth surfaces and

provide an informed framework for designing a smoothing and simpli-

fying protocol. Similar to the protocol of Pampush et al. (2016a), we

TABLE 4 DNE values of previously published retriangulation
protocols

Retriangulation treatment DNE

Ball: unsmoothed 20.75

Ball: smoothed 25 iterations 14.07

Ball: smoothed 100 iterations 13.60

Ball: smoothed 100 iterations, L3 13.11

Ball: smoothed 100 iterations, IF 12.97

Ball: L1, IF 13.11

Tooth: unsmoothed 272.16

Tooth: smoothed 25 iterations 194.51

Tooth: smoothed 100 iterations 185.57

Tooth: smoothed 100 Iterations, L3 160.32

Tooth: smoothed 100 iterations, IF 164.35

Tooth: L1, IF 163.96

Note. Dental specimen was the right, lower first molar of DU-LP-33
(Alouatta palliata). DNE values for both the scanned rubber ball hemi-
sphere and a surface mesh of an Alouatta lower first molar after under-
going various retriangulation protocols used in previous studies
incorporating measurement of DNE.

FIGURE 4 Bivariate plot of DNE as a function of the number of
Laplacian smoothing steps as performed in MeshLab. The blue
dashed line represents the theoretical value as predicted by the
formula for each measurement. The red dashed line represents the
value obtained from the virtual hemisphere created in R. Inset
figures (corresponding data points labeled with numbers) are 3D
figures created in molaR that illustrate the effect of Laplacian
smoothing in eliminating surface features. Hotter colors refer to
regions of greater surface DNE

TABLE 3 Relative change in DNE from original unsmoothed surface with iterative smoothing in Avizo

Smoothing
iterations Ball

DU-LP-03
right M1

DU-LP-06
left M1

DU-LP-09
right M1

DU-LP-12
left M1

DU-LP-20
right M1

DU-LP-25
right M1

DU-LP-41
left M1

0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

20 62.10 88.07 85.96 91.66 80.33 79.79 76.86 84.93

40 63.29 87.36 84.30 92.29 76.99 77.72 74.53 86.32

60 62.79 87.18 83.34 92.71 75.25 76.22 73.68 87.57

80 62.58 87.39 82.77 93.15 74.81 75.09 73.37 88.89

100 62.51 87.66 82.47 93.56 74.43 74.94 73.39 90.25

120 62.52 88.08 82.38 94.07 74.29 74.71 73.67 91.64

140 62.59 88.66 82.50 94.58 74.42 74.67 73.95 93.07

160 62.69 89.25 82.64 95.27 74.71 74.76 74.40 94.50

180 62.81 89.92 83.03 96.11 75.14 75.00 75.01 95.94

Note. Percentage of DNE remaining—relative to the original unsmoothed surface—following the number of noted smoothing iterations performed in
Avizo (first column). The top row summarizes the scanned specimens included in this study, a rubber ball plus seven dental surfaces of Alouatta palliata
from the Glanders Collection at Duke University.
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approached our sample with the objective of capturing the essential

surface geometry of the tooth, so as to make broad-scale comparisons

of tooth shape, regardless of tooth size or orientation. The results from

Avizo smoothing trials on meshes derived from tooth surfaces generally

resemble those from the rubber ball. A notable exception to this pat-

tern is specimen DU-LP-41. Unexpectedly, as the number of smoothing

iterations performed in Avizo increases, the DNE value of this specimen

increases, even approaching the value of the original, unsmoothed

mesh (Figure 6, red diamonds). Visual inspection of the 3D mesh pro-

duced from DU-LP-41 reveals that as the number of smoothing itera-

tions increases, a few small “horns” form and are accentuated on the

surface (Figure 8). Given the high angularity of these “horns,” it is prob-

able that they alone are responsible for the increase in DNE calculated

for this specimen. Though this specimen was the only one from this

sample to respond to smoothing this way (i.e., 1 out of 7), we do not

know how common an occurrence of this “horn-growing” is in a larger

sample. Based on our results with this irregular specimen, and the find-

ing that DNE remains roughly consistent despite increased Avizo

smoothing iterations in the other specimens, we recommend applying

only !20–30 Avizo smoothing iterations. Such a threshold should pro-

vide sufficient noise reduction while also limiting the growth of these

horns and their influence on the DNE value of a surface mesh.

Researchers employing a larger number of Avizo smoothing iterations

should check occlusal meshes for such artifacts to ensure the integrity

of their sample.

MeshLab’s Laplacian smoothing and MorphoTester’s implicit fairing

on the scanned rubber ball hemisphere are much more aggressive

smoothing algorithms; in fact, there exists a point at which a 3D mesh

can have much of its topographic resolution obliterated. Implicit fairing

may therefore result in the loss of biologically relevant surface detail.

We find that as the number of mesh fairing smoothing steps (Laplacian

or implicit) increases, the DNE value for the rubber ball eventually falls

below the theoretical value of a unit hemisphere—a result not observed

with Avizo smoothing. This suggests a high potential for distortion of

the mesh when a smoothing protocol includes Laplacian or implicit fair-

ing smoothing. Indeed, if one regards the difference between the theo-

retical DNE value of an ideal hemisphere (blue line, Figure 4) and the

molaR DNE estimate of a nearly smooth virtual hemisphere of 10 k

FIGURE 5 Bivariate plot of DNE as a function of the number of faces in a virtual hemisphere created in R. The blue dashed line
represents the DNE value for a unit hemisphere as predicted by the DNE formula (see Introduction section of this article).
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faces created in Avizo (red line, Figure 4) as an acceptable (and perhaps

inevitable) amount of error incurred during analysis, then it should be

noted that even a single step of either Laplacian or implicit fairing

smoothing—applied to a surface already smoothed with Avizo—reduces

the DNE value of the rubber ball surface by an amount larger than this

analytical error (i.e., the differences between the molaR DNE estimate

and the theoretical DNE value of a hemisphere). This observation

underscores the aggressive nature of these smoothing algorithms.

In comparing the effects of the smoothing protocol on the hemi-

sphere versus the tooth surface, there were differences in relative mag-

nitude of DNE decrease, but not in the pattern of decrease. That is to

say, the hemisphere demonstrated a greater percent decrease in DNE

than did the tooth surface, but both showed an initial precipitous

decrease in DNE followed by little change in DNE with additional

smoothing iterations in Avizo. By comparing these dramatically differ-

ent surfaces that produced such similar patterns, it can be inferred that

the mode of DNE change with smoothing is consistent regardless of

the surface. Our results indicate that more complex surfaces are likely

to show relatively smaller decreases with smoothing. This is likely to

reflect the relationship of noise from the scan as it relates to the mag-

nitude of the features on the surface. Given identical scan parameters,

noise should be approximately consistent from scan to scan. Therefore,

the relative size of the features—in the case of this study, either a small

dimple on a hemisphere or the crests and cusps of a tooth—is going to

either enhance or diminish the effect that noise has on the overall DNE

of the surface. This concept likely explains why in our results, the hemi-

sphere—for which noise is contributing a greater relative proportion of

the DNE prior to smoothing—shows a relatively larger decrease in DNE

with smoothing than does the tooth surface. Stepping back, the com-

parison of these smoothing analyses highlights the importance of the

tradeoff inherent during smoothing, namely, between the elimination

of noise and the distortion of important surface features. These effects

are particularly important to consider when measuring DNE because it

is sensitive to small changes in curvature on a surface.

5.2 | Effects of different face counts and boundary
exclusion on DNE

Another potential source of variation when retriangulating meshes to

calculate DNE or other topographic measures is alterations made to

the number of triangular faces that composes the mesh. This is of par-

ticular concern with regard to teeth possessing relatively small but

functionally significant features, which may lose meaningful resolution

with too small a face count. As Figure 5 illustrates, the number of faces

does indeed affect the values of DNE, and it is also apparent that too

few faces can distort the surface (in this case, away from the value of

an ideal hemisphere predicted by the DNE formula). As illustrated in

Figure 9, too few faces can result in a tooth surface mesh that resem-

bles a dental version of Picasso’s “Bull” (Figure 9a), while too many

faces can capture features in the mesh that may be on the original sur-

face, but may be extraneous to the essential surface geometry of a

tooth, such as microfeatures on the occlusal surface (Figure 9c,d). This

is relevant, as small but jagged surface features—whether they are arti-

facts or actual surface features—can have a much more significant con-

tribution to the overall DNE of a surface than large areas free from

jaggedness. It should be noted that the relevance of these features is

wholly dependent on the research question, but no published studies

using DNE so far have prioritized the contribution of surficial microfea-

tures to overall tooth crown DNE. The amount of smoothing per-

formed in Avizo also affects DNE in meshes of different face counts

(Figure 5), underscoring the importance of establishing a consistent

protocol of both mesh smoothing and simplification if DNE results are

to be combined among broad taxonomic groups and/or across studies.

A conservative approach to smoothing as advocated here is more likely

to be appropriate for a greater range of tooth morphologies than a

more intense smoothing protocol. A second consideration is the trade-

off between processing speed and data richness. Figure 5 shows that

the theoretical value of DNE can be attained on a simple hemispherical

mesh composed of between 10,000 and 15,000 faces. A similar plateau

is not seen in the results from the tooth surface, which is a conse-

quence of the scale-dependent complexity of the tooth surface (dis-

cussed in the Background section) and the upper limit in our computer

processing ability. Provided the processing ability is available, it is likely

that DNE would consistently increase with face count on a given tooth

scan until it meets the limit imposed on it by the initial scanning resolu-

tion. That said, DNE processing speed in molaR and MorphoTester is

greatly slowed by the number of faces, and system memory limits tend

to prevent DNE calculation on meshes with more than 125,000 faces

(unless there is access to a cluster for processing). While there may be

specific questions or interest in DNE best addressed using meshes with

a large number of faces, for the purposes of gross dietary differentia-

tion among extant primate taxa, simplifying meshes to 10,000 faces—

as has been done in past studies—appears to be a reasonable and an

appropriate threshold. This approach seems to capture biologically

meaningful signal, without overburdening the analysis tools.

FIGURE 6 Bivariate plot of the percent change in DNE values
from the original surface mesh after undergoing the number of
smoothing iterations as indicated on the abscissa. Blue symbols
represent the upper molars of Alouatta palliata, and green symbols
represent the lower molars. Black circles represent the scanned
rubber ball hemisphere. Red diamonds represent a lower molar of
A. palliata that shows a notably different relationship with
smoothing. This result is discussed further in the text.
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The boundary exclusion criterion chosen during analysis also has a

significant effect on DNE values. Unsurprisingly, when faces that have

at least one vertex on the boundary are excluded, DNE values are

lower than when boundary exclusion is limited to only those faces that

have an entire leg (i.e., two vertices) on the boundary. The motivation

for boundary exclusion during DNE calculation is that faces on the

boundary are much more likely to possess erratically oriented vertex

normals (which are fundamental to the mechanics of the DNE estima-

tion in both MorphoTester and molaR), owing to the lack of adjacent

faces (Pampush et al., 2016b). If the boundary faces are included, this

can result in a DNE estimation where portions of the boundary are

erroneously interpreted as a sharp ridge. A higher number of faces and

greater Avizo smoothing iterations appear to result in more erratic ver-

tex normals along the mesh boundary, contributing to higher DNE val-

ues (Figure 5). This effect is best countered by a boundary exclusion

criterion that removes all faces from the calculation that have at least

one vertex on the boundary, ensuring that the DNE calculation does

not treat the boundary as a sharp ridge. However, while this effect is

clear on the simple surface of a hemisphere, it is not obvious that com-

plex occlusal surfaces with a larger number of faces subjected to higher

amounts of smoothing suffer from these boundary issues. This is likely

because the raw level of complexity on these surfaces swamps the

DNE contribution from a few faces possessing extreme vertex normals.

Regardless, a more exclusive approach to the mesh boundary is more

likely to remove these problem faces.

5.3 | Comparing results from previously
published protocols

Despite the methodological challenges associated with smoothing and

the measurement of DNE, the metric has enormous potential as a tool

in the study of the ecomorphology of mammalian dentitions. This

potential has already been demonstrated in primates (Bunn et al.,

2011; Pampush et al., 2016a; Winchester et al., 2014) and rodents

FIGURE 7 (a) One-way plot of DNE as a function of the type of smoothing method (Figure 2) employed on an unsmoothed surface scan of a rub-
ber ball. Each 3D image was created using the DNE3d() function in molaR. (b) One-way plot of DNE as a function of the smoothing method (Figure
2) on an unsmoothed surface scan of an Alouatta palliata lower first molar (specimen ID). Hotter colors refer to regions of greater surface DNE.
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(Prufrock et al., 2016). In this context, it is important to note that a

tooth surface, unlike a hemisphere, does not have an a priori value of

DNE that we can expect to approach with an optimal retriangulation

protocol (i.e., a calibration guide). That these studies used different pro-

tocols does not take away from the validity of their findings—particu-

larly for how DNE relates to other factors/metrics—for as we have

argued here, the most important aspect of any study that requires

image processing of CT scans is internal consistency. Still, our results

from the comparative analysis of the smoothing methods used in previ-

ously published studies of DNE suggest that DNE values should not be

combined from studies using differing retriangulation protocols. Table

5 presents the differences in DNE among five different tooth surfaces

retriangulated using different previously published protocols. The aver-

age DNE difference between a protocol that includes only smoothing

in Avizo and one that includes Laplacian smoothing or implicit fairing is

roughly 18–25 (or approximately 10–15%), depending on the compari-

son. Comparing this disparity with the results from Winchester et al.

(2014), in which the mean difference between frugivores and folivores

among their platyrrhine sample was 25.77, it is clear that any

researcher looking to compile DNE measurements across studies (and

particularly across research groups) must take care to ensure that all

surfaces were given the same retriangulation treatment. The easiest

way to rapidly account for discrepancies between retriangulation pro-

tocols is for researchers to publish their raw segmented surface meshes

(pre-retriangulation) in online repositories such as MorphoSource (Boyer

et al., in press) for reanalysis, as has been done already by some

researchers (e.g., Boyer, 2008; Bunn et al., 2011; Pampush et al.,

2016a; Prufrock et al., 2016; Winchester et al., 2014). Posting mesh

surface data (or even better, the reconstructed CT scans or surface

scans themselves) will promote transparency, validation of results, and

general research quality for studies using DNE.

5.4 | Considerations when designing a retriangulaton
protocol for tooth surfaces

The combined information from our results suggests that a conserva-

tive approach to smoothing generally limits the complications and

irregularities associated with mesh retriangulation. For our sample

hemisphere and teeth, 25 iterations of smoothing in Avizo performed

on a mesh simplified to 10,000 faces reduce the likelihood of irregular-

ities in the 3D mesh that became especially apparent in our results

with !40 or greater iterations. Similar “horn” artifacts to those pro-

duced with Avizo through oversmoothing are observed on tooth DU-

LP-41 after only a few iterations (5 or more) of Laplace operator-based

smoothing algorithms. The error introduced by these artifacts can have

a significant effect on the estimation of DNE. Additionally, more

aggressive smoothing algorithms (including “Laplacian smoothing” in

MeshLab or “implicit fairing smoothing” in MorphoTester) may eliminate

real topographic information or potentially contribute to the formation

of false topography. We also demonstrate that excluding all faces with

any vertices on the mesh boundary (boundary exclusion criterion in

molaR set to “vertex”) improves the consistency of DNE results.

Though we caution against use of mesh fairing smoothing algo-

rithms, we do not challenge the findings of previous studies incorporat-

ing such techniques. This stance is informed by the fact that there is no

easily calculable “true” value of DNE for a tooth, as there is for a hemi-

sphere. Yet, our analysis of different published protocols performed on

the same surface produced a range of DNE values greater than the dif-

ferences that separate morphological or dietary groupings among pri-

mates (Bunn et al., 2011; Winchester et al., 2014). We suggest that

because of this potential pitfall, researchers take great care in only

combining results from prior studies that have equivalent retriangula-

tion protocols, as combining results from studies with different proto-

cols may lead to erroneous conclusions.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

DNE was calculated for PLY files of an ideal hemisphere, a bisected

scanned rubber ball, and dental occlusal surfaces of Alouatta palliata (as

an example of a medium-sized primate) and subjected to a variety of

retriangulation protocols, including different smoothing algorithms, dif-

ferent amounts of smoothing, and different face counts. The simple

geometry of the hemisphere provides a well-understood “ideal” bench-

mark to compare with results of the effects of variation in retriangula-

tion steps in a way that a complex surface like a tooth crown cannot.

The secondary, informed examination of dental occlusal surfaces allows

us to extrapolate these results further. Based on our results, for future

3D surface retriangulation with the aim of calculating DNE, we recom-

mend the following:

" Avoiding Laplace operator-based smoothing algorithms, or excessive

smoothing iterations.

" A boundary exclusion criterion that excludes all mesh faces on the

surface boundary from the final surface DNE (the BoundaryDis-

card5“vertex” argument in molaR).

FIGURE 8 Illustration of the creation of artifacts on the surface
reconstruction of DU-LP-41. As the number of smoothing itera-
tions increases from left to right, the artifacts (circled) increase in
prominence, increasing the total DNE value of the surface. Surface
reconstruction created with molaR.
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TABLE 5 Differences in DNE between limited smoothing protocol and previously published protocols.

Tooth
AZO 25a and
AZO 100

AZO 25 and
AZO 100, L3b

AZO 25 and
AZO 100, IF3c

AZO 25 and
L1, IF3d

DU-LP-03 0.82 19.07 25.72 23.72

DU-LP-09 2.31 11.47 20.94 17.29

DU-LP-25 6.15 25.16 29.28 20.34

DU-LP-41 9.03 1.34 16.82 18.06

DU-LP-33 8.93 34.19 30.16 48.01

Average 5.45 18.25 24.58 25.48

Note. The absolute value difference of DNE between previously published protocols on five different tooth surfaces. Each column represents the differ-
ence in DNE between the given protocol and the most conservative approach in our study (i.e., AZO 25). “AZO ##” stands for number of smoothing
iterations performed in Avizo. “L#” stands for number of Laplacian smoothing steps performed in MeshLab. “IF#” stands for number of implicit fairing
smoothing steps performed in MorphoTester.
aPampush et al. (2016a).
bPampush et al. (2016b).
cWinchester et al. (2014).
dPrufrock et al. (2016).

FIGURE 9 Illustration of the effect of increasing the number of faces on the surface reconstruction of a howling monkey (Alouatta palliata)
lower first molar (DU-LP-33). The number of faces for each surface is as follows: (a) 1,000, (b) 10,000, (c) 50,000, and (d) 100,000.
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" Consistency with retriangulation protocol across all surface meshes

included in a study.

" Avoiding the combination of results from prior studies using differ-

ent retriangulation protocols.

We also demonstrate here a framework for decision-making in regards

to retriangulation protocol that can be applied to most research ques-

tions. A conservative approach to smoothing such as we demonstrate

in this article (i.e., a minimal number of smoothing iterations and the

use of less aggressive smoothing algorithms) is more likely to eliminate

scanning noise, while capturing the essential surface geometry of the

tooth surface and retaining the fine-scale features, without causing

many of the potential pitfalls associated with retriangulation. Higher

face counts are able to capture the complexity of the tooth surface in

greater detail, but do so at the expense of computational power.

Finally, we strongly advocate that researchers publish unprocessed,

segmented PLY files in online archives in addition to the retriangulated

PLY meshes used for analyses.
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NOTES
1 The exact definition of what composes “relevant surface detail” may
change depending on the hypothesis or research question being
examined.

2 As can be appreciated from inspection of Equation (1), all hemispheres
will have a DNE value of !12.566 (4p) regardless of the length of the
radius.
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